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Abstract
As games and gamified applications gain prominence in the academic debate on participatory practices, it is worth ex-
amining whether the application of such tools in the daily planning practice could be beneficial. This study identifies a
research–practice gap in the current state of participatory urban planning practices in three European cities. Planners and
policymakers acknowledge the benefits of employing such tools to illustrate complex urban issues, evoke social learning,
and make participation more accessible. However, a series of impediments relating to planners’ inexperience with partici-
patory methods, resource constraints, and sceptical adult audiences, limits the broader application of games and gamified
applications within participatory urban planning practices. Games and gamified applications could become more widely
employed within participatory planning processes when process facilitators become better educated and better able to
judge the situations in which such tools could be implemented as part of the planning process, and if such applications are
simple and useful, and if their development process is based on co-creation with the participating publics.
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1. Introduction

Games and gamified applications are often described
as being a magic bullet in current governance debates,
with their aim to attract citizens to engage with city mat-
ters and planning questions, to participate in decision-
making, and to improve the overall process of public par-
ticipation. Public engagement is dominated by concep-
tual and practical difficulties, it is still framed in the dom-
inant rhetoric of mainly involving the citizens who are

‘affected’ by the plans, and it takes place within time-
frames set by the respective planning procedures and
contracting organisation (Horelli, 2002). Thus, an increas-
ing number of people perceive participation as pointless
and rarely able to resolve conflicts or influence decision-
making (Innes & Booher, 2010). Instead of attending an-
other community meeting people would rather spend
their ‘leisure-time’ on activities they appreciate and truly
enjoy (Lerner, 2014). Other authors emphasise that cit-
izens still engage but the ways of communication have
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changed drastically, complementing and partly even re-
placing community meetings and co-located participa-
tory action with digital tools and social media (Ekman
& Amnå, 2012; Gordon & Mihailidis, 2016; Hay, 2007;
Kleinhans, van Ham, & Evans-Cowley, 2015; Macafee &
De Simone, 2012; Marichal, 2013; Skocpol, 1997; Tufekci
&Wilson, 2012). In different planning and design-related
disciplines, digital tools for online participation, such
as e-democracy portals, online consultations, e-voting,
crowdsourcing, blogging, social network platforms, mo-
bile apps, community GIS, and online deliberation, have
gained increased attention as instruments to involve cit-
izens and actor groups who either are too busy or not
interested to participate in co-located meetings (e.g.,
Ahmed, Mehdi, Moreton, & Elmaghraby, 2015; Belluci
et al., 2015; Kelley & Johnston, 2011; Prandi, Roccetti, Sa-
lomoni, Nisi, & Jardim Nunes, 2017).

Such tools have raised expectations of the potential
to overcome barriers to public participation such as the
lack of long-term engagement, inclusion, and empower-
ment of underrepresented actor groups, as well as more
broadly tomake the process of public participationmore
pleasant and enjoyable. The vivid academic debate on
the development and benefits of novel formats and tools,
especially on games and gamified environments and
tools (e.g., Devisch, Poplin, & Sofronie, 2016; Medema,
Furber, Adamowski, Zhou, & Mayer, 2016; Poplin, 2014;
Tolmie, Chamberlain, & Benford, 2014), strongly focuses
on the ‘supply side’ of the issue. The term ‘supply’ ad-
dresses the conceptual framing, design and develop-
ment, and experimental testing of serious games and
tools in public participation and urban governance, typ-
ically within the context of a research project or a living
lab. Less attention is paid to the ‘demand side’: the in-
vestigation of the actual practises, experiences, expecta-
tions, and barriers to implementing and facilitating such
tools in the daily, regular work practice. In this article we
target this gap, by investigating the experiences of plan-
ning professionalswith novel formats, namely games and
gamified applications in their daily practice, addressing
the following research questions: (i) which formats actu-
ally form part of the daily practice in participatory urban
planning processes?; (ii) which benefits and advantages
do facilitators identify in working with such formats?;
and (iii) what are barriers which impede the willingness
and ability to work with and facilitate such formats?

The article is organised as follows: in Section 2 we
introduce the academic debate around games and gam-
ified applications in addressing long-standing challenges
relating to civic participation in urban planning and out-
line how games and gamified applications have been
used in urban planning and governance so far. Section 3
describes the methodological approach and the three
case study cities. In Section 4 we present and discuss
our findings regarding the current state of participation
in the three case study cities as well as the perceived
benefits and obstacles in employing games and gami-
fied applications within participatory planning settings.

Finally, in Section 5 we return to our research objectives
to conclude that games and gamified applications could
claim a larger share of the tools employed within par-
ticipatory planning processes, when their development
process is based on co-creation with the participating
publics, when they are simple and developed with care-
ful use of the available resources, andwhen process facil-
itators are better educated and better able to judge the
situations in which such tools could be implemented as
part of the planning process.

2. Serious Games and Gamified Applications in
Participatory Planning Practice

Civic engagement and citizen participation can be
broadly defined as the sum of political and social prac-
tices, by which individuals engage with and influence
public affairs, beyond their direct private environment
(Gordon, Balwin-Philippi, & Balestra, 2013; Parés &
March, 2013; Raphael, Bachen, Lynn, Balwin-Philippi, &
McKee, 2010). Engagement and participation has be-
come an inherent part of urban planning and gover-
nance, and is facilitated by different tools and meth-
ods, well beyond its traditional expressions of voting
and attending town hall meetings (Gordon & Mihailidis,
2016). Participatory methods are used to address a va-
riety of aspects in urban planning and architectural de-
sign, including design issues, stakeholder negotiations
and deliberation, and enabling self-organisation (Glick,
2012; Grahan & Marvin, 2001; Krasny, 2013; Uitermark
&Duyvendak, 2008). Experimentingwith novel tools and
technologies, such as mobile apps, social media, games
and gamified environments are efforts to both, diver-
sify the media used for civic engagement, support the
creation of different results, and at least partially ad-
dress persistent common underlying problems (Rowe &
Frewer, 2000; Shipley & Utz, 2012), such as the often-
downplayed undercurrent of social conflict and power
struggles (Fainstein, 2000; Sandercock, 1994), the in-
equality of bargaining power among various stakehold-
ers (Lane, 2005) or deal-brokering behind closed doors
(Innes & Booher, 2004), the overrepresentation of the
so-called usual suspects and extreme viewpoints (Fior-
ina, 1999); the difficulties of including socioeconomically
disadvantaged groups, the lack of expertise and motiva-
tion among citizens, high drop-out rates, as well as the
lack of trust in the government’s ability to make good
use of the participatory processes (Brown & Chin, 2013;
Irvin & Stansbury, 2004; Tonkens, 2014). A broad range
of digital media and tools enter the field of civic partici-
pation because of their ability to incorporate larger vol-
umes of data and information of different types (visual,
textual, sound, etc.) and to present them in user-friendly
formats to raise awareness and engage a broader audi-
ence (Gramberger, 2001; Kleinhans et al., 2015). Provid-
ing information and participation opportunities for dis-
tributed and remote citizens has also entered govern-
mental offices and public bodies, often resulting in the
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establishment of ‘innovation offices’ responsible for an
increasing number of digital online services and newly
developed or redesigned, more easily accessible engage-
ment tools (Conroy & Evans-Cowley, 2005; Gordon &
Mihailidis, 2016). Even though the ‘supply’ of new for-
mats demonstrates an extensive variety of new tools, the
experimentation with and adoption of novel participa-
tory formats by the ‘demand side’ is not straightforward.
Many planners address the lack of sufficient education
and training in participatory methods (Ekman & Amnå,
2012; Handley &Howell-Moroney, 2010; Innes & Booher,
2004). Others report on the limitations posed by existing
regulatory frameworks which enforce the use of specific
methods and fail to follow the pace of technological de-
velopment of innovative engagement tools (Houghton,
Miller, & Foth, 2014). Within public administration, lack
of time, knowledge, and desire are also debated as being
important reasons for non-participation (Yang & Calla-
han, 2007).

In urban planning, the use of games in particular has
a profound history since the 1960s (Abt, 1969; Duke,
1975), and has remained a popular tool for spatial mod-
elling and simulation, and public participation (Devisch
et al., 2016; Mayer, 2009; Poplin, 2012). Even though a
universally shared definition of what constitutes a ‘game’
is lacking, there is agreement that games are a form of
structured play (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004). That means
that games include sets of rules that enable and restrain
the players’ pursuit of a predetermined goal. ‘Serious
games’ is amore recent field of game studies focusing on
games that also include educational goals, instead of ex-
clusively being for amusement (Abt, 1969). Early applica-
tions of serious games in urban planning focused mainly
on ways to overcome challenges on the level of under-
standing and modelling urban dynamics, addressing top-
ics such as land use, transportation, ecology, and man-
agement of natural resources. One of Abt’s first urban
games was ‘Corridor’ (Abt, 1969), a computer-assisted
simulation game, to explore the technological, economic
and political constraints on the development of an al-
ternative transportation plan for the Northeast Corri-
dor, between Boston and Washington D.C. In the 1960’s
and 70’s Jay Forrester’s (1969) work on urban dynam-
ics inspired a series of urban simulation games, such as
the games developed by Meadows and Randers for the
Club of Rome, and even the popular city-building game
SimCity (Mayer, 2009). ‘Climate Hope City’ (Blockworks,
2015) and ‘Port of the Future’ (Deltares, 2016) are con-
temporary simulation games, addressing challenges of
resourcemanagement, urban power grid simulations, re-
newable energy and decision making. Even though sim-
ulation and modelling still play a pivotal role in urban
planning and policy games, the potential of games to cre-
ate environments for learning, negotiation, deliberation
and collaboration among players is attracting increas-
ingly more attention, which is also informed by the ris-
ing interest in gamification (Devisch et al., 2016; Gordon
& Baldwin-Philippi, 2014; Poplin, 2012; Tan, 2014). Many

recent games provide ample opportunities for analogue
and digital social interaction among players. The DuBes
Game (van Bueren, Mayer, Bots, & Seijdel, 2007), for ex-
ample, is explicitly organised around two workshop ses-
sions where players assume different stakeholder roles
and negotiate an agenda for sustainable urban renewal.
‘Age of Energy’ (Clicks and Links, 2015) in an app-based
game where players compete against their neighbours
to save energy in real life. In such games, we ascertain a
shift of focus from spatial understanding towards social
aspects of playing in hybrid game-real-world settings.

Deterding et al. (2011) stress the importance of
a strict distinction between gamification, and (serious)
games. While games are considered to trigger the ex-
periential and behavioural qualities of gameplay, gami-
fied applications are notably centred around the use of
specific game elements invoking gameful (ludic) quali-
ties (Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, & Nacke, 2011). Gamifi-
cation describes “the use of game design elements in
non-game contexts” (Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, & Nacke,
2011). Gamification came to prominence in the early
2010’s, mainly as enhanced advertising and marketing
practices, where game elements such as points, badges
and leaderboards were used to motivate audiences to
engage with certain applications or brands (Huotari &
Hamari, 2011; Lindqvist, Cranshaw, Wiese, Hong, & Zim-
merman, 2011; Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011). Gam-
ification has been contested by several researchers espe-
cially within game studies, as reducing games to simple
point collection (Robertson, 2010), as a form of exploita-
tion (Bogost, 2011, 2014), and as a face-saving mech-
anism preventing deeper engagement (DiSalvo & Mor-
rison, 2011). Gamification is often applied in participa-
tory urban planning by using game elements to enable
citizens to debate or give feedback on specific plans
and to propose ideas for small-scale projects. For ex-
ample, in Participatory Chinatown (Gordon, 2010), citi-
zens were able to virtually walk around Boston’s China-
town and comment on the proposed developments. In
‘Neighborland’ (Parham, Parham,&Chang, 2011) civic or-
ganizations can inform and engage citizens about their
projects, run surveys, and ask people to comment and
propose ideas.

The interest of urban scholars in serious games and
gamified applications stems from games’ specific abil-
ity to balance entertainment and learning (Abdul Jabbar
& Felicia, 2015; Boyle, Connolly, Hainey, & Boyle, 2012;
Whitton, 2011). The learning aspects of gaming have
more recently been associated with a series of benefits
for participation and civic engagement, such as raising
awareness, increasing literacy on specific topics, devel-
oping (complex) problem solving skills, the ability to test
difficult scenarios within a safe environment, and to es-
tablish networks and coalitions (e.g., Crookall, 2010; Er-
hel & Jamet, 2013; Gee, 2005; Granic, Lobel, & Engels,
2014; Luederitz et al., 2016; Shaffer, Squire, Halverson,
& Gee, 2005). In this article, we investigate how exper-
imentation with games and gamified applications takes
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place in participatory urban planning practice, the bene-
fits as seen by planners and facilitators, aswell as barriers
which they are confronted with in their daily work.

3. Methodological Approach and Introduction to the
Case Studies

The experiences and expectations of urban planners in
using serious games and gamified applications to sup-
port participatory urban planning practices were stud-
ied in the cities of Groningen (NL), Vienna (AT) and Genk
(BE). The case study selection is based on the research
project that this work is embedded in. The three cities
cover a broad spectrum of spatial and socio-cultural set-
tings. Even though we expected to see diverse applica-
tions of participatory processes due to the different insti-
tutional, spatial, socio-economic and cultural conditions,
and the broad variety of experiences and expectations
resulting from the broad cultural and institutional con-
texts, we were able to combine the observations from
the three cities due to the commonalities observed re-

garding the organisation and facilitation of participatory
processes as well as the tools that were used during such
processes (Table 1).

The article is based on an explorative case study re-
search (Scholz & Tietje, 2002; Yin, 2013) following a two
stages approach, combining an initial online explorative
survey with guideline-based expert interviews. The sur-
vey was used to collect background information, to sys-
tematically map the participatory approaches, tools and
methods currently in use within planning processes, as
well as to identify which topics were addressed, which
audiences were included, and the perceived impact of
participation on the planning processes. The survey also
covered the participants’ general experience with games
and gamified applications in the three cities and deliv-
ered the basis for the interview guidelines. Interviews
were carried out in English, in Groningen and Genk,
and in German in Vienna and all were based on the
same guidelines. The expert interviews (Groningen: 8,
Vienna: 7, Genk: 9), covered professionals within the
fields of public administration (10 interviews), research

Table 1. Overview of the three case studies and the participatory methods used in Vienna, Genk and Groningen, based on
the expert interviews and document analysis.

City Vienna (AT) Genk (BE) Groningen (NL)

Current focus regarding Urban planning, community development, mobility, energy transition, carbon
planning & development footprint, local economy

Process planning & District service, area Neighbourhood Process management,
design renewal office, agenda 21 management (Wijk public servants

office management)

Implementation: Large variety: focus on traditional, well-established methods, like focus groups or
methods facilitated brainstorming techniques, partly extended by social media platforms

Workshops, brainstorming Brainstorming Meetings, discussion
techniques, focus groups, techniques, rounds, information
public interventions meetings/discussion distribution

rounds

Resource restrictions on Time, knowledge, language Time, knowledge, Knowledge, know
participant level barriers, educationally language barriers, how/technical capacity,

deprived groups & low- cultural restrictions language barriers
income groups, cultural (present but not
restrictions (hard-to-reach- perceived)
groups)

Diversity Underrepresentation of non-European groups, adults/working population (well
represented) and elderly people (65+) tendency towards over-representation

Digital tools Participatory GIS, mobile Photography, filming, Surveys (online), social
apps, quizzes, online forums quizzes, online forums, media monitoring,
and feedback forms, tv, tv, radio, project website photography, filming,
radio, project website online reaction forms, tv,

radio, project website

Games and gamified Board games, explorative Educational games, Gamified participatory
applications board games for idea games in a business GIS, city development

development, role playing, context, urban games, game
street games story-collecting birds
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(3 interviews) and facilitators of public participation pro-
cesses, such as civic engagement offices or district re-
newal agencies (11 interviews). The expert interviews
made an in depth exploration of the variety of participa-
tory projects and engagement processes that the inter-
viewees employed in their daily practices, the perceived
value of using participatory processes, the diversity of
methods and (digital) tools that were used, as well as
the problems they encountered. Based on their previ-
ously declared familiarity with games and gamified appli-
cations, the interviews explored either their experiences
of employing such tools and their (positive or negative)
evaluation of the reasons for not engaging with alterna-
tive formats, aswell as their expectations. The interviews
were transcribed, coded and analysed using qualitative
content analysis (Gläser & Laudel, 2010; Mayring, 2015).

Participatory processes and tools have been anal-
ysed using Horelli’s (2002) methodological scheme of
participatory planning, conceptualizing it as an evolution-
ary process that unfolds over time and consists of five
generic steps, in which multiple tools can be used to fa-
cilitate communicative transactions among participants
in specific environmental, organizational, economic, cul-
tural and temporal contexts: (i) initiation of the project,
(ii) planning and design, (iii) implementation, (iv) evalu-
ation and research, and (v) maintenance (Horelli, 2002).
These phases are interconnected by a continuous mon-
itoring, providing feedback on the progress, quality and
results of the process. Facilitating tools are structured in
four categories based on their potential to enable com-
municative transactions: (i) diagnostic tools enable the
determination of existing resources, mapping of the con-
text and definition of the desired outcomes of the pro-
cess; (ii) expressive tools enable participants to commu-
nicate their ideas and express themselves; (iii) organiza-
tional tools are those that underlie the organization of
the process, including the creation of events, and (iv) po-
litical tools address common goal setting and power dif-
ferences (Horelli, 2002).

4. Current State of Use of Games and Gamified
Applications in Participatory Settings in Vienna,
Groningen and Genk

The identified commonalities among the three case
study cities notably surpass their differences in the scope
of tools used in participatory settings (Tables 1 and 2).
These commonalities allow the establishment of the ‘de-
mand side’ regarding employment of games and gami-
fied applications. Most participatory projects mentioned
by the interviewees were linked to urban planning, in-
frastructure development, community development and
the local economy, andwere initiated and commissioned
by a governmental organisation. The projects also varied
in scale, ranging from street level to neighbourhood and
city-wide, as well as infrastructure, urban policy, and ur-
ban design. For the most part, these are projects that
are considered to be highly relevant to citizens’ daily

life, such as community building processes, projects di-
rectly linked to the (spatial) quality of the neighbour-
hood and quality of life, and big infrastructure projects
that are expected to affect a large population over an ex-
tended period of time. Municipalities, groups of organi-
sations and activist initiatives play an important role in
launching topics, raising awareness, and initializing par-
ticipatory projects. However, civic participation is often
outsourced to intermediary organisations and planning
agencies. Thus, the demand for newways of engagement
stems not only from the decision-making bodies, but also
from these intermediaries and other initiating stakehold-
ers.

A broad variety of tools and methods are already in
use across all four categories of Horelli’s (2002) frame-
work (Table 2). A great deal of emphasis is placed on the
initiation, and the planning and design phase, where the
large majority of tools are concentrated. These are the
most intensive phases of the participation process be-
cause they will enable the project to proceed smoothly.
Comparatively little attention is paid to the evaluation
phase, with a few instances of feedback being sought fol-
lowing the success of the projects, with fewer tools be-
ing used during the implementation and maintenance
phases. These phases are often considered ‘technical’,
in the sense of their being able to be carried out in a
straightforward way by expert professionals, and thus
are thought to not require broader public engagement.
A large number of tools are classified as organizational:
these are mostly tools that provide project information,
information about the development process, and the
state of works to the public. Exhibitions, guided tours,
and leaflets tools are the only tools which have a signifi-
cant presence during the implementation phase, these
being tools which provide information but collect no
feedback. The political category has the least number
of tools available to it; there being very few tools used
that address commongoals and power differences of par-
ticipating actors which points to the lesser importance
given to questioning the predefined conceptual struc-
tures of the planning processes. Finally, regarding the
nature of the tools, even though digital tools are consis-
tently present throughout the process and across all cat-
egories, non-digital tools continue to dominate the daily
participatory planning practice.

The facilitators and planners generally choose the
tools and methods they feel the most comfortable with,
resulting in the prevalence of non-digital methods and
tools: “real games in the narrower sense are not used.
Well, we have—we use more traditional methods, such
as moderations and surveys and such” (VIE-JG). Even
though the more ‘traditional’ formats implied in this
quote remain the majority, experimentation with new
media and digital tools also exists. The use of these tools
happens either very early in the process with the aim to
initiate and support an active and positive start of the
participatory process (e.g., activation of participants, get-
ting acquainted, capacity building on the planning pro-
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Table 2. Overview of tools used in participatory processes in the three case study cities, following Horelli (2002).

TO
O
LS

PLANNING PROCESS

Initiation Planning & Implementation Evaluation & Maintenance
Design Research

Diagnostic Non-digital Surveys Surveys
(offline), (offline)
interviews

Digital Surveys Surveys
(online), (online),
social media social
monitoring, media
photography, monitoring
filming,
participatory
GIS

Expressive Non-digital Interviews, Architectural Interviews
focus groups, models,
consultation interviews,
meetings, focus groups,
workshops, consultation
activation meetings,
games, games,
quizzes workshops,

brainstorming

Digital Mobile apps, Mobile apps, Mobile apps, Online
games, online forums online forums and
quizzes and feedback forums and feedback

forms, games reaction forms
forms

Organizational Non-digital Local press, Guided tours, Guided tours, Policy
policy exhibitions, exhibitions, info documents
documents info points, points, on-site and
and reports, on-site info info panels, reports,
brochures and panels, brochures and letters
flyers, press brochures flyers
conferences, and flyers,
letters letters

Digital Tv, radio, Project Project Project Project
project website website website website
website,

Political Non-digital Fund-raising Participatory Co-financing Citizen
budgeting panels

cesses), or later in the process to produce content in the
planning and design phase (e.g., developing a proposal
for a park, strategy development for a harbour). As for
the production of content, the focus is on using a vari-
ety of expressive tools for the development of planning
proposals (e.g., neighbourhood parks and squares in Vi-
enna), urban strategic plans (e.g., port redevelopment in
Rotterdam), and for considering perspectives andwishes
from various stakeholders and actors:

We used it in a part of the former harbour, not so
much for urban planning, more to get an urban strat-
egy and to make a deal with all participants because
there were private owners, the central Dutch govern-
ment, the city, all kinds of parties who had some role
in this whole area. (GRO-ES)

With regards to the process, we see that especially in
early stages of participatory processes gamified applica-
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tions are facilitated, targeting activation, allowing partic-
ipants to become acquainted with one another, or devel-
oping the knowledge required to enter the participation
process: “Rather ‘activation-games’ and also quizzes for
knowledge creation about the carbon footprint or mo-
bility” (VIE-SH). New media and digital tools are used
regularly to motivate and inform participants, but also
at later stages they can lower threshold for participa-
tion, acting as icebreakers and facilitating social interac-
tion within the group of participants: “it’s an extra way
for people to get in, I think….It’s a way of connecting
with others” (GRO-AH) or “But you can see all kinds of
groups processes going on….It’s not only about the plan
or the development but also about the interaction in the
group” (GRO-ES).

4.1. Experienced Benefits of Games and Gamified
Applications in Participatory Processes

We illustrated that so-called ‘traditional’ methods for
civic engagement in participatory urban planning coex-
ist with experimentation using novel media, tools, and
games. Three main perspectives emerged from the case
studies showing the perceived benefits of using games
and gamified applications for participatory processes:
(i) to illustrate complex urban issues and make the com-
plexity more tangible, (ii) to evoke social learning and
capacity building, and (iii) to make the participatory pro-
cesses ‘lighter’ and easier to attend.

As to our first point regarding the illustration of com-
plex urban issues, serious games are experienced as suit-
able formats to illustrate the complexity of urbanmatters
and to make them more tangible. The real-world com-
plexities are then mirrored in the artificial game context.
Hence, relations or outcomes of decision-making pro-
cesses that in the ‘real-world’ are difficult to experience
become visible in the game. Topics such as energy transi-
tion, urban planning and urban matters include multiple
tiers of policy, a broad variety of actors, conflicting poli-
cies, and they touch on politically and societally charged
topics: “Perhaps one can say, themore complex the issue
is, themore likely the game can achieve something” (VIE-
MF) or “Everything can be more accessible via the use
of games, certainly mostly the politically and societally
loaded topics.” (GEN-LA).

Instigating learning and capacity building (Gugerell,
Jauschneg, Platzer, & Berger, 2017), communicating and
understanding conflicting interests of various stakehold-
ers and actor groups are considered pivotal, and games
are seen as being significant tools:

It was about complexity [of the project, A/N] and
to make people, participants realise what the inter-
ests of the other participants were and to get to the
bottom of these interests….You give people different
roles they don’t have in real life. (GRO-ES)

The quote sheds light on the importance of games
as communication and negotiation environments, where
different perspectives and viewpoints can be shared, dis-
cussed, deconstructed, and negotiated by the players.
Within the game setting “you get people in a situation
that they are willing to look differently to this map and
so they get away a little bit from their sometimes very
small private interests” (GRO-ES) and:

Trying to explore and to immerse oneself into a topic—
and you explore and experience many things, that
one should consider. But you also get to know the
‘other side’, it’s—yeah—also a communicative pro-
cess. (VIE-MF)

It illustrates that games as artificial contexts allow ac-
tors to step out of their everyday realities and explore al-
ternative perspectives and possible practices. Hence the
second reported benefit is that playing games not only
supports visualizing complex planning issues but also in-
stigates processes of social learning and civic capacity
building. In the interviews, capacity building was framed
as obtaining skills and knowledge of the planning pro-
cesses and related administrative procedures of the pub-
lic administration and planning departments: “So people
can learn how to get involved in the process and also
in projects” (GRO-JKK). But games are particularly val-
ued for triggering, facilitating, and consolidating learn-
ing processes:

Games were used as a consolidation of other learn-
ing processes: in a heuristic way, heuristic meaning as
a structuring aid for the discovery of certain types of
knowledge, or discovery of their own strengths and
weaknesses in a particular set. (GEN-VVdS)

The material suggests a strong interest in game com-
ponents and approaches that support negotiation and
deliberation, with a particular focus on collaborative
settings:

You have to collaboratively reach the goal [in the
game, A/N]. Thus, the game is very similar to a partic-
ipatory process….That there is a winner in the game?
No, I believe that’s not favourable—because it contra-
dicts the participatory idea: I do not want a winner. I
do not want that the strongest, quickest or smartest
will dominate and prevail. (VIE-MF)

Those multiplayer, collaborative games involve a strong
social component, contrary to playing alone or against a
computer. Multiplayer games are based on interaction
with other people (e.g., debating about different inter-
ests, exploring a strategy, praising the achievement of
other players), but for games to be appealing and fun,
they also need competitive elements that make playing
with (not necessarily against) other players challenging
(see also Wendel & Konert, 2016):
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Everyone can allocate a point to his favourite mea-
sure—and in the end there is somebody winning—
therefore it also has a competitive element….That
means that all of them endeavour, because some-
times the topics are also a bit ‘dry’. (VIE-JG)

Hence, instigating and supporting different types of col-
laboration, such as building shared knowledge, resolv-
ing conflicts and different interests, motivation and joint
goal achievement (Guzzetti, Snyder, Glass, & Gamas,
1993) appear as a major requirement throughout our re-
search. A balance between collaboration and competi-
tion appears to be a preferable game setting for media
and tools that are used in such participatory approaches.

Finally, the reference towards ‘dry’ topics points to-
wards another important benefit addressed in the in-
terviews: games and gamified applications are expected
to make participatory processes lighter and more enjoy-
able: “The advantage of using games is the low threshold,
low design, people buy easily into it, they go along with
them. Creates a relaxed, fun atmosphere, that is some-
thing that is appreciated by the people.” (GEN-PV). By
doing so, they are expected to improve the overall qual-
ity of the participatory process by ‘playful deliberation’
(VIE-JG), ‘playful engagement’ (VIE-FM) and by increas-
ing the ‘fun-factor’: “I believe, the fun-factor is crucial,
when you think through andworkwith games. Very often
the games are so serious—too serious, that I even think
bymyself ‘there are fun elementsmissing’” (VIE-MF) and
“because it’s something playful, something where the
people get a kick out of it” (VIE-SH). Thus, we see the
practical importance of balancing serious games with an
equilibrium of serious content and game-fun (Harteveld,
2011; Iten & Petko, 2016; Malone & Lepper, 1987) that
results in a joyful gameand learning experience (Gugerell
et al., 2017). However, it is crucial to stress that though
serious games primarily serve ‘non-entertainment’ pur-
poses, they still need to be fun and entertaining to a cer-
tain degree to meet both the needs of planning practice
and the participants’ expectations.

4.2. Perceived Barriers to the Use of Games and
Gamified Applications in Participatory Settings

Both urban planners and process facilitators shared an
enthusiasm towards the use of games and gamified ap-
plications, with external process facilitators being slightly
more open in adopting these new formats than the plan-
ners. However, despite the generally positive attitude to-
wards games and gamified applications in participatory
urban planning approaches, in all case study cities, simi-
lar barriers and challenges seem to impede their regular
use. In our research, three main barriers are identified:
(i) the modest gaming experience of the facilitators and
the planning departments, (ii) a resource scarcity that
limits the development of and engagement with such
tools, and finally (iii) the fear of reluctant adults to make
a fool of themselves.

In all case study cities, the professional experience
with games or even gamified environments is modest
to limited, with only about a third of the interviewees
having previously used games or gamified applications
in participatory processes. This limited practical experi-
ence reduces the understanding of the potential value
of such games in participatory processes. This percep-
tion is not only limited to planners and facilitators but
is present in senior and high ranking representatives of
the public administration:

Personally, I am not from the gaming generation. So,
gaming is kind of alien to me….And unfortunately,
most of my colleagues are of my age. I’m almost 50
and I am on the average of the municipality, so we
have a very old population. As a consequence, there
is not a lot of knowledge about gaming, I would ac-
tually say there is not enough knowledge. And I think
that most people in our government see gaming, you
know, as video gaming, doing stuff, shooting peo-
ple…crashing cars, stuff like that…but gaming as part
of a participation process: I don’t think thatmany peo-
ple have ever thought about that. (GRO-JKK)

The modest experience with games also makes it hard to
assess and estimate resources needed and expenditure
for the development and facilitation of games. “The drive
to be efficient and not having a lot ofmoney to get things
done, I think prohibits us from taking this step to experi-
ment with [games, N/A]” (GRO-ES). This quote illustrates
a possible tension between resource availability, appli-
cability, and repeatability of developed games or game
components and the expected benefits on the participa-
tory process itself. Time and budget constraints, paired
with the expectation that games require a more elab-
orate development process, compared to ‘traditional’
methods, are decisive impediments to the development
and facilitation of games in planning practice: “it takes
a lot of time and thinking to develop a game” (GRO-
ES) and “Digital games are really time-consuming to pro-
duce” (GEN-LB). This constraint is reinforced by the argu-
ment that games are mostly tailored to specific spatial
contexts or regulatory frameworks and thus cannot be
adapted to other topics or conditions: “Regarding games
we are not active at all, because it’s too cumbersome—
and for each case it would be necessary to develop some-
thing separately or be able to convert it” (VIE-MF) or “Yes,
for the game development, you must invest something
and then I need the option to use it more often—and it
only pays off, if I—ok for every Agenda [Agenda21, A/N]
action on the topic I can use it at least ten times” (VIE-
SH). There is also a certain ‘mystification’ of the game
design process; because of their lack of training and con-
fidence, planners question whether games can actually
be suitably designed to achieve their goals: “You can de-
sign games in so many different ways to so many differ-
ent objectives, to include and diffuse so many different
kinds of knowledge….It is so flexible in format and this
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represents as well a challenge because to design in that
space something that really works, it is not given” (GEN-
PV) and “There is no proof that serious games can pro-
duce behaviour changes.” (GEN-LB).

Finally, another central concern regarding the
broader implementation of games and gamified appli-
cations were difficulties with the adult participant group,
whichmakes up themajority of those in the participatory
processes that were examined.While games are thought
of as being suitable tools to attract participants and to
“get people enthusiastic” (GRO-AH) serious concerns are
also being voiced regarding their broader use. While
games and gamified applications are known to work well
in collaborative practices with children, teenagers and
young adults, serious concerns regarding their applica-
bility with adults were addressed: “My experience is,
that it’s [playing games, N/A] fantastic for kids; adults
dare only rarely to engage—ok, it depends on the setting.
Frankly, I have hesitations, how far you are offering that,
or not” (VIE-SH) and “The risks in using games are that
people see it as childish, there is always a balance you
should make in addressing something playfully, without
leaving the impression that what you are doing is mere
entertainment.” (GEN-LA). Those concerns were shared
by about a fifth of the interviewees, who expressed their
difficult experiences with sceptical and reluctant adults.
Facilitators are concerned that participants would either
torpedo, leave or discredit the entire process by ques-
tioning its seriousness:

They [participants, N/A] then often said ‘that’s ut-
ter nonsense’ and ‘what the heck are you doing
here’…and with the adults, once one person left. She
said, ‘that’s childish and immature and I don’t par-
ticipate in such a thing’. That happened on the first
evening—and she did not come back afterwards”
(VIE-MR)

On the other hand, the research also indicates that if this
initial reluctance can be broken, adults will also engage
in game activities:

I think most people were beforehand quite reluc-
tant because they didn’t come for a game, but they
came for a serious discussion….But what you see is
that more participants, in the end, say ‘oh! now I un-
derstand why he or she is doing that’….Like I said,
most people are reluctant because they say ‘I am not
here to play a game. I am here for serious business’
(GRO-ES)

and “When playing the game, at the beginning, partici-
pants are always a bit reluctant, they are a bit afraid of
using colours, images, saying their opinion etc.” (GEN-LH).
Other facilitators are more willing to abandon the tool
because they are too concerned: “Well, M. and H. were
very consequent in that regard, they continued with the
group-games, but—well, I would not have continued to

play them, I would have given up.” (VIE-MR). The mate-
rial illustrates that adults are considered a difficult age
group to engage with via games and gamified activities
in participatory processes, due to their expectation that
they should be participating in and negotiating in ‘seri-
ous business’. The issue of this being an unusual format
and medium that is regularly associated with entertain-
ment and children, does not align with the fact that the
average (video) gamer is 35 years old for men and 44
for women (Entertainment Software Association, 2016).
However, it clearly indicates that the concern of the fa-
cilitators and the reluctance of this age group must be
sufficiently considered in both the game design and the
participatory process.

5. Conclusions

Even though games and gamified applications are not the
panacea to the longstanding issues of civic participation,
they do open up new possibilities for engagement and
contribute to the diversification of methods and tools
available to the facilitators of these processes. Despite
the vivid academic debate on serious games and gamifi-
cation in various planning contexts (Abt, 1969; Devisch et
al., 2016; Gordon & Baldwin-Philippi, 2014; Mayer, 2009;
Poplin, 2012; Tan, 2014), our research indicates a notable
gap between research and practice. The analysis shows
that experimentation with games and gamified applica-
tions indeed takes place in planning practice and urban
governance, but to amuch lesser extent thanwas initially
expected, and it should be noted that there are serious
concerns regarding their overall applicability.

Facilitators and planners acknowledge the value and
benefits of games, to aid the understanding of com-
plex matters, trigger focus group discussion, and to il-
lustrate and support decision-making processes. Hence
our research aligns with scholars such as Gee (2005) and
Crookall (2010) who illustrate the value of games for
learning and capacity building processes. However, mod-
est experience and knowledge, limited resources, and
a lack of adaptability of games for differing occasions,
cases, and audiences pose impediments to the broader
facilitation and use of games in participatory processes.
The insufficient education and lack of training of pro-
cess facilitators cover a variety of participatory methods
(Innes & Booher, 2004). With specific regard to games
and gamified applications, facilitators’ lack of experience
results in an inability to clearly estimate their potential
and the ways they can assist the participatory practice.
The research illustrates that planners and policy-makers
do not make a clear distinction between games and gam-
ified applications and use these terms interchangeably,
which leads to a certain fuzziness in the practices they
adopt and which often results in either disappointment
following their application, or to the exclusion of such
tools from the participatory process altogether. Conse-
quently, the conscious identification and selection of dig-
ital tools and formats for participatory processes is com-
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promised by this fuzziness, adding another layer of con-
ditioning of the participatory practices by the precon-
ceptions and modestly-informed decisions of facilitators.
Hence, capacity building of facilitators regarding the new
formats which are available can support the emergence
of a culture of experimentation with a range of tools and
digital media, including games.

To counter the mentioned lack of financial resources
and time, the development of smaller game components
andmini-gamesmight be a suitable response towards an
efficient use of games under such resource constraints.
Mini-games can be advantageous for participatory prac-
tices because they are easier to balance between generic
(to be adaptable to various occasions and projects) and
specific (to the address the particular case and position
in the process), combining in one tool the two separate
attributes that Gordon et al. (2013) have identified. This
quality makes it easier for mini-games to both meet the
expectations and to fit in the rather tight budgets of plan-
ning practice. Finally, for the development and facilita-
tion of games, adult users need particular attention paid
to them: engaging adults in co-design and participatory
game design processes might be beneficial to address
this user group’s reservations, while also contributing to
the relevance and local embeddedness of the game or
gamified application.
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